Scratch-Building Multirotors

Buying a ready-to-fly multirotor is getting easier, but the control systems might seem limiting to those with experience flying RC. Read more to learn why you might want to explore scratch-building!

Reflecting on 2017

While revisions to the FAA's reauthorization often stall, 2018 might be the year that we see significant changes. The AMA Government Affairs team is always working to protect the hobby and keep you updated through email, social media, online, and in Model Aviation. Read more to learn how the team began 2018.

Unraveling the Mystery Behind Flybarless Gyros

Model Aviation Columnist Chris Mulcahy talked with Gary Wright about flybarless gyros. Read more to learn from the king of low head speed and old-school 3D.

Interview with Raquel Bellot

Columnist Chris Mulcahy had the chance to chat with Raquel Bellot, who earned the moniker "Lady 3D" after traveling throughout Europe and competing in helicopter contests. Read more to learn what she had to say!

Horizon Blade Inductrix FPV + BNF

Horizon Hobby's Blade Inductrix FPV + is the third iteration in the Inductrix family. Read more to learn how this larger and more powerful Inductrix performs!